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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where should the LILO code reside, on a system with only one
installation of Linux and no other operating systems?
A. At the start of the kernel
B. In the /boot directory
C. In the master boot record
D. In the boot sector
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Dism
B. Device Manager
C. Mountvol
D. Server Manager
Answer: A
Explanation:
You can use the Deployment Image Servicing and Management
(DISM) tool to mount a Windows image from a WIM or VHD file.
Mounting an image maps the contents of the image to a directory
so that you can service the image using DISM without booting
into the image. You can also perform common file operations,
such as copying, pasting, and editing on a mounted image.
To apply packages and updates to a Windows Embedded Standard 7
image, we recommend creating a configuration set and then using
Deployment Imaging Servicing and Management (DISM) to install
that configuration set. Although DISM can be used to install
individual updates to an image, this method carries some
additional risks and is not recommended.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
In a Cisco Finesse 10.0(x) deployment, an agent with single
line 89XX hard phone is having trouble logging in to the
desktop. The error message highlighted has been found in the PG
jgw1 log file.
Which option describes the likely cause of this error?
A. MAC address of the phone not associated with PG user.
B. In the peripheral gateway, Agent Phone Line Control not set
to "All Lines".
C. RG user does not have "Standard CTI Allow Control of Phones
supporting ConnectedXfer and conf user group" role.
D. Phone line does not have the Maximum Number of Calls and
Busy trigger setting set to 2 and 1 respectively.
E. Phone Join Across Lines feature is enabled.
Answer: C
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